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Triggers

Triggers guarantees consistency property and are used in active database.
Databases, infact, can be distinguished into two classes:

. passive;

. active.

Passive databases are those one that perform queries and updates only if
users request them. Active databases, instead, react on events performing
consequently some operations. An event is something that modifies the con-
tent of the database and each trigger can only monitor events on a single
table.

Reaction operations are well defined by rules; rules are based on:

. events;

. condition;

. action.

The event activates the trigger who checks the condition: if it is true then
the action is performed. Usually rules are executed interleaved with normal
transactions.

More in detail, events can be:

. insert;

. delete;

. update.

Usually conditions and actions are specify by SQL instruction with some
additional programming language.

The two most important properties of triggers are:

. execution mode;

. granularity.

The execution mode can be:

. immediate: the trigger is executed before/after the trigger statement
(this is the only method provided by commercial DataBase);

. deferred: the trigger is executed before commit.
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The granularity specifies the level on which triggers are executed:

. row level: in this way the execution is done for each tuple of the table;

. statement: only one execution for all tuples affected by trigger state-
ment.

Oracle Triggers

Syntax

1 CREATE TRIGGER TriggerName

2 Mode Event {OR Event} ON TargetTable

3 [[ REFERENCING ReferenceName ]

4 FOR EACH ROW

5 [WHEN Predicate ]]

6 PL/SQL Block

The first line specify that trigger is created and how it is called; then user
have to declare the mode in which trigger is executed: before or after. The
event have to be chosen from one that are previoulsy discussed and in line
4 is specified the most important constraint: if there is FOR EACH ROW
the trigger works at row level otherwise works at table level. At row level
user can access to two variables:

. OLD: allows to use the before state of that attribute;

. NEW: allows to use the after state of that attribute.

The use of these variables is different considering different events:

. INSERT: since there is a new tuple inserted is possible to see thanks
to NEW variable while OLD variable will be set to null;

. DELETE: in order to access data already modified by the event OLD
variable can be used while NEW variable will be set to null;

. UPDATE: this event allows to use both variables.

Statement level, instead, allows user to see only before state or after state of
the entire table. Line 3 specifies that is possible to rename variables such as
REFERENCING OLD AS OldVariableName while in line 5 the user have to put the
condition in which trigger starts up (in oracle it is defined only for row level
triggers), then there is the block reserved to program language and SQL
instructions that define the action to be performed.
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Semantic, execution mode and mutating table

If there are some triggers with the same event, mode and granularity the
execution mode is not specify. It is possible that errors occur: in this case
rollback operation is performed on trigger statement. If the execution of a
trigger activates other triggers should be possible that operations will never
end due to cycles: to avoid them it is introduced a maximum value for cas-
cading triggers that in Oracle is set to 32.

The execution algorithm follows this order:

BEFORE STATEMENT

BEFORE ROW

- EVENT -

AFTER ROW

AFTER STATEMENT

The mutating table is the table modified by the statement: it can only
accessed by statement triggers and not by row level triggers because contains
before or after state of the entire table.

DB2 Triggers

For DB2 triggers the condition can be specified for both row and statement
level triggers and variables avaiable are:

. OLD and NEW variable for row level triggers;

. OLD TABLE and NEW TABLE for statement triggers.

When errors occur rollback is performed over the entire transactions and
unlike Oracle triggers the execution of row and statement triggers with the
same event and mode has an arbitrary order (if more triggers are activated
the order is the creation order). The access to the mutating is also allowed
to row level triggers.
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